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How to get to consilia cct in Frankfurt

By S-Bahn / U-Bahn (from the main station to Schaumainkai takes about 10 minutes in total).
Arrival at Frankfurt Central Train Station by train or S-Bahn: Leave the station building through the main
entrance, walk straight ahead and cross the street (1st pedestrian stop light). Do not cross the tracks, but
wait at the tramway / streetcar stop located on the station side (trams / streetcars go to the right). Take line
16, 17 or 21 two stops to Stresemannalle / Gartenstraße. After getting off, walk a few steps against the
direction of travel back to the Main (Museumsufer = Schaumainkai). Turn right into Schaumainkai. No. 97 is
in the first building after the black house.
You can also walk the same route from the train station (cross the Friedensbrücke and turn left), which is
almost identical in terms of time. These directions also apply in reverse for the way back..

Parking: Normally you can park all day directly in front of the house and at the Museumsufer (until 17:00
with a parking ticket). In addition, the Malerviertel (the streets behind the Schaumainkai) always offers
parking within a few minutes walking distance.

Further parking possibilities can be reached by taking the second U-turn option described below (coming
from Wiesbaden) and turning right one street before the Museumsufer (= Gartenstraße, recognizable by
cobblestones and streetcar tracks); then immediately turn left again into Schaubstraße and look for a parking
space there in the so-called Malerviertel (free parking spaces are generally available). Walk to the river, then
along the river towards the Friedensbrücke.

Driving directions on the next page.
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By car, coming from the airport:
On the airport grounds, drive in the direction of Terminal 2 or A5 / A3 and B 43 (to Frankfurt). At some point
the road turns left in the direction of A3 / A5 and B 43 Frankfurt (yellow sign), take this turn to the left and
then always drive in the direction of Frankfurt B 43 (later also called B 44). Follow the signs to Messe/Hbf.
After the intersection where you turned left into Stresemannallee in the direction of Messe/Hbf (the other
three lanes lead straight ahead in the direction of Stadtmitte (city center), Zoo, Sachsenhausen), get into the
right lane. Follow the lane leading to the river and turn right there. From there, immediately look to the right
for parking, which is available along the entire Schaumainkai. There are parking spaces in front of the
building (with a parking ticket machine).

(Alternative A:) Immediately after the 2nd traffic light turn sharp right into Gartenstraße (see parking
possibilities) or (Alternative B:) first go straight ahead and then turn right into the next street (directly in front
of the Main bridge) = Schaumainkai, this street leads to the Museumsufer.

Coming by car via exit Frankfurt-Süd:
Exit at Frankfurt-Süd, always drive in the direction of Stadion / B 43 (to Frankfurt). Then follow the same
route as coming from the airport.

By car from highway A66 / coming from Wiesbaden:
Exit in the direction of Messe/Innenstadt (wide exit with many lanes), then always drive in the direction of
Messe, later in the direction of Hbf. Pass the Hbf (on the right) and continue straight ahead for about 500 m
until you reach the Friedensbrücke bridge, which crosses the Main River. (It is about 2 km from the exit to the
Friedensbrücke).
1st option: Cross the river, get into the right lane and turn right directly after the Friedensbrücke into the
Theodor-Stern-Kai. On Theodor-Stern-Kai, get into the left lane immediately and make a U-turn at the first
opportunity (after about 400 m) to return to Gartenstraße (parallel road to Theodor-Stern-Kai and
Schaumainkai). On Gartenstraße, choose the middle lane (not the right-turn lane) and turn left at the traffic
lights, immediately get into the far right lane and after a few meters turn right into Schaumainkai before the
Main bridge. No. 97 is in the 2nd house on the right, middle entrance.
2nd option: After passing the Friedensbrücke bridge, coming from the main train station, first drive straight
ahead into Stresemannallee and immediately get into the left lane. Use the first U-turn possibility
(left-turning, after approx. 300 m) to get back to the river on Stresemannallee. (Alternative A:) Immediately
after the 2nd traffic light turn sharp right into Gartenstraße (see parking possibilities) or (Alternative B:) first
go straight ahead and then turn right into the next street (directly in front of the Friedensbrücke)
= Schaumainkai, which leads to the Museumsufer.
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